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Abstract
Internet libraries have been gradually popular in recent years. The appearances of
“Free Content” and “Open Content” actually affect the amounts of Internet libraries
materials. However, copyright is one of the most important issues of construction of a
successful Internet library. In fact, how to legally collecting works in an economic
way is a great challenge for librarians. Launching software robots to automatically
acquire works on the Internet is efficient but with high potential legal risks, because
the robots can not automatically comprehend the real copyright authorization scope.
As a result, the libraries distribute or reproduce the collected works may infringe the
copyrights of authors. To solve this problem, an ideal solution is designing a scheme
which can be identified by software robots and can be used to fully express copyright
authorization scope.
In this thesis, we propose two mechanisms which both fulfill the two requirements
above: one is an expansion of the Creative Commons license, the CCFE, and another
is a revised edition of the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags. The CCFE can reduce one
of the main disadvantages of the original CC: machine-readable metadata can not be
easily embedded in digital files. In addition, with some extra commands and tags, the
Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags can also be used to express copyright authorization
scope as well.
Keywords: copyright, Internet, library, software robots, free content
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1. Introduction
1.1 Research Background
Libraries are important to culture development and its influence is gradually
increasing in the today’s Internet age; because the Internet effectively widens
acquisition of libraries materials (Hundie, 2003), broadens the accessibility of
libraries (Barker, 2001) and encourages communities to share information, rather than
restricting access to it (McCray and etc., 2001). For example, the Citeseer (Citeseer,
1997) is a well known and popular online digital library. A large number of academic
papers related to computer science can be searched on it (Giles et al, 1998). One
important part of Citeseer is the software robot (“crawler” or “spider”), which can
retrieve and store all related papers in Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) or
PostScript (PS) format from other Web sites (Raghavan et al, 2001). Citeseer then
indexes these documents. Users may search Citeseer for documents pertinent to their
area of research, and users may download one or more documents as required.
The first possible concern of an Internet librarian or library constructor is the
amount of collections in the library. For example, Citeseer only focuses on the
research papers in relation to computer science and, in order to acquire as many
papers as possible, it employs software robots rather than manually collecting papers
on the Internet. Generally speaking, an Internet librarian or a library constructor
prefers collecting the largest amount of collections subject to the budget limit and the
subjects. In the Internet world, software robots which can automatically acquire
materials are a popular choice to achieve this goal. Moreover, a software robot with
screening ability, such as keywords selection, can also help the library constructors to
choose the works belonging to the preset subjects.
The next concern for an Internet library, along with the growing of the collections,
is the copyright issue which is very essential to libraries; in fact, it may be the one
which librarians most concern about, no matter for a traditional mortar-and-brick
1

library or a digital library (Lopatin, 2006; McCray and etc., 2001). The copyright
issue is arose when the collection of the library is still copyright protected. According
to modern copyright laws, such as 17 U.S.C. 106 and the WIPO copyright treaty, the
creators of a copyrightable work automatically own the copyright of the works upon
completion; and no one can reproduce, modify or distribute such works without the
owners’ consent (Rao, 2003). That is to say, copyright is one of the important issues
which could impede the development of digital library because the dissemination of
copyrighted works, one of the basic functions of a library, could result in copyright
infringements (Bolin, 2006). In fact, subject to other same conditions, the amount of
collections in a library free from copyright infringment allegations is definitly less
than it of a library disregarding any copyright issues.
Before deeply discussing the collecting methods and copyright issues, it will be
very helpful to examine several illustrative websites or libraries which acquire their
collections via the Internet. We especially focus on what kinds of works in these sites,
how these sites acquire collections and how they circumvent possible copyright
infringement allegations.
The first example is the Internet Archive, also called as “WayBack Machine”
which is an archive mainly consisting of copies of past Web pages on the Internet
with the use of software robots (Internet Archive, 2009). Due to the fact that the
Internet Archive is an non-commercial organization and its main purpose is reserving
the historical data on the Internet rather than launching time-consuming negotiations
with authors, the Internet Archive relies upon the ’fair use’ and other related copyright
law exemptions for libraries to be the defenses against potential copyright
infringement allegations (Hirtle, 2003).
The next example is the websites which provide a Web space for authors to upload
their own articles and for contributors to publish others’ works with fully permissions,
such as the Scribd and the Issuu (Scridb, 2009; Issuu, 2009a). In fact, a website, like
Scribd or Issuu, is an agent or mediator, which only offers an platform where right
owners and users could interchange with each other: right owners could release their
works on the library site as long as grant some copyrights and, accordingly, the users
2

could choose the works not only meeting their specific purposes but within the scope
of authorization as well. As soon as these uploaded files are alleged to infringe any
copyrights, the webmasters will instantly remove all suspected materials whenever
receiving notices (Issuu, 2009b). In other words, an library adopting this strategy
counts on the licensing from authors as well as the Safe Harbor exemption, such as 17
U.S.C. 512, as it does not precisely examine whether the contributors have real
authority or not.
We can find out that the first two examples both rely upon the exemptions of
copyright laws. Another straight way to avoid potential copyright infringement
allegations is constructing a website where all collections are owned by him and, no
one, except the librarian himself, could have rights against him. In other words, the
librarians may contract with the content owners or the right holders and make a proper
arrangement of the benefits. For instance, ACM Digital Library only collects all
articles subject to its copyright terms (ACM Digital Library, 2009). Nevertheless,
because the negotiation process may be costly as well as direct communication to the
numerous authors on the Internet is almost impossible; Internet libraries belonging to
this model are all business, main-stream publishers or media. For instance, BBC built
a trial site, BBC Creative Archive, to release more than 500 full TV programs (BBC,
2006).
Moreover, a similar example is only focusing on the work without copyright
protection. For example, Project Gutenberg announces to encourage the creation and
distribution of eBooks, mainly the works in public domain (Hart, 2004). That is to say,
all collections in this Website merely consist of public domain or out-of-copyrighted
works and, as a result, no one could challenge a depository of this kind about the
copyright.
In fact, the present Internet libraries may adopt one or more strategies rather than a
pure one. For example, the main materials of the Project Gutenberg are in public
domain under US Copyright law, as long as few materials are subject to authors’
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permission1. The Citeseer is another example, which not only employs software
robots to collect articles on the Internet, but also allow authors to submit their article
to this library (CiteseerX.ist, 2009).

1.2 Research Motivation
As we being above-mentioned, the two concerns--how to collect works and how to
circumvent potential copyright infringement allegations--are very important to the
Internet library constructor. The foregoing examples demonstrate several strategies
adopted by the website constructors in respect of these two essential concerns. In
terms of the first concern, there are two choices available to the website operators:
one is employing software and another is collecting works manually. As to the
copyright issue, specifically examining copyright to make sure how he can use the
works is one option; another option is relying upon the copyright exemptions. In fact,
an Internet library is a website from the users’ viewpoints. That is to say, an Internet
library constructor may adopt the strategies similar to the website operators. Therefore,
if we focus on “employing software robots to collect works” as well as “examining
the copyright” and use these two as the vertical and horizontal axes, the websites can
Non-exam copyright

II

I

ex: Scribd

ex: IA

Non-Robot

Robot

III

IV

ex: ACM

Exam

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Gutenberg
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be placed in the one of the four quadrants in the following diagram:
Figure 1: Libraries in the four quadrants
In the first quadrant, a library (Model I Library) relies on the traditional library
exemptions to avoid potential copyright infringement allegations. The second (Model
II Library) and the third (Model III Library) both depend on the licensing of authors,
but the Safe-Harbor exemption is more important to Model II Library the because the
libraries of this model, at most times, do not explicitly monitor the correctness of the
licenses it obtained, rather disseminating works in good faith. Moreover, libraries
merely focus on the materials of the public domain should be placed in the third
quadrant as well.
In light of the various strategies, the risks of copyright infringement allegations are
different as well: not surprisingly, libraries belonging to the first and second models
have the highest risks; the reason will be rendered in the following sections. On the
contrary, the risk of a model III Library is relatively low. However, in the real world,
the lower risk is not free at all and, in fact, is relatively expensive: As to a library of
the third model, the time and money spent in completing the negotiations between the
publishers and authors are quite significant. On the other side, the cost in respect of
confirming copyright authorization scopes of the other two models are relatively low:
libraries of the first model do not pay any attention on it and, libraries belonging to
the second model almost pay nothing neither because a Model II library only removes
works whenever it receiving notices.
Apart from the concern about the copyright infringement, another important
concern is about the way to create collections in the library. As we have seen, the
libraries of the first one model clearly face a higher legal risk than libraries of other
three models. In general, the reason of taking such high risk is that, subject to the
same budget, the total amount of collections in a model one library is higher than the
other three models and, at the most times, the amount of collections is one of the most
critical issues to a library which may actually affect the users’ favors. The reason why
a library of the first one model can acquire more works than the others is that it
5

employs software robots to collect works on the Internet. In respect of the huge
number of collections in the libraries of the first model, fair use, or other general
copyright exemptions, is the only effective way which libraries of this model could
account on because the total number of works is too massive to explicitly identify the
scope of copyright authorization.
On the other hand, libraries of the other two models collect works without any
software robot. Since a library of the model II depends on favors of the contributors or
authors, the constructors of a library of this model can not passively decide the total
amount of its collections; as a result, in general, the total amount of collections in a
Model II library is less than it in a Model I library.
As to the other the third model, the amount of collections of a library of this model
is relatively limited, because it collects works by hand and, in general, the human’s
work speed is less than an unstopped software robots. For example, in spite the
amounts of collections in some present libraries, such as ACM Digital Library (ACM
Digital Library, 2009), are relatively large; however, comparing to the total number of
works on the Internet, the collections of a library belonging to this model are still
relatively limited because such libraries have to be subject to their budgets. A
summary of these three models are also shown as follows:
Table I. A summary of the four models in risks, costs and amounts of collections
Copyright Policy

Risk

Cost

Number

I

General copyright exemptions: fair use etc.

High

Low

Almost
unlimited

II

Licensing from authors and the Safe

Medium

Low

Limited

Low

High

Relatively
limited

Harbor exemption
III Licensing from authors

The Model I and Model II libraries both depend on copyright exemptions, however,
the traditional library exemptions could not directly and clearly apply under this
circumstance since the conditions are not satisfied (Bolin, 2006). Furthermore, great
diversities appearing in the copyright limitation and exception rules in different
6

national laws increase the risks. For example, the scope of “fair dealing” in the UK is
much narrower than “fair use” in the US, as the former has no general exception of
the later (Cornish and etc., 2003a). Moreover, the “private use” exceptions in the civil
law countries is much common than it in the common law countries, as the civil law
countries respect the intelligence in the work rather than the exploitation benefits in it.
On these two grounds, the Internet libraries can not firmly rely upon the limitations
and exceptions to lawfully access to, reproduce, even redistribute as the exceptions of
individual national legislations are diverse and, under some circumstances,
unpredictable. Even though, ignoring the diversities and uncertainties of copyright
limitations and exceptions, the copyright exceptions could be applied, the ‘fair use’ or
other similar exceptions inevitably undermines the quality of contents because the
future uses of the contents are bounded because users of the library can not be sure
what the exact authorization scope of the work is.
On the other hand, the simplest solution to reduce such high legal risks is to
explicitly examine the copyright of each work, such as getting license from the
authors or only collecting public domain works. However, a specific analysis of the
copyright of a work is very difficult and needs a lot of human and financial resources.
As a result, the number of the libraries belonging to this model is quite limited.

1.3 Possible Ways to solve the Copyright Problem
Instead of expensive human intervention, there are other two main possible useful
ways to avoid the potential copyright infringement allegations (Lessig, 2006a): the
first approach is definitely the law. For example, a government can grant a totally new
copyright exemption which only applies to the Internet library or, directly amplify the
reach of fair use exemption. The next useful way is the code. In the context of the
Internet, the code, which, more specifically, is software or hardware, forms
cyberspace what it is and constitutes a set of constraints on how you can behave
(Lessig, 2006b). On this ground, designing a new software robot which can precisely
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identify the authorization scope is a possibly useful way to reduce the risk on
copyright infringement allegations.
Even though these two ways can both effectively solve the copyright infringement
problem. However, a new exemption may inevitably conflict with the present rules of
copyright laws; therefore, it is not a proper choice for the unpredicted consequences.
Moreover, a new exemption needs a lot of researches and discussions; in other words,
it is very time-consuming. On the other hand, in general, the change in architecture of
the Internet may be fiscally cheaper than granting a new exemption, because the
process of getting a segment of new code is much easier.
On all the reasons above, employing software robots to automatically collect works,
including copyrighted and out-of-copyrighted works, and identifying the explicit
authorization scope of the collected works is the best strategy for an Internet library.
That is to say, a library belongs to this model, in quadrant IV, could achieve the goal
of broadest collections as well as facing a low risk of copyright infringements.
Nevertheless, this mixed strategy is nothing more than an ideal one in the current
time and, in fact, no Internet library so far could launch a software robot with an
ability to automatically collect works as well as explicitly identify copyright
authorization scope. In fact, just few software robots are able to differentiate between
a copyrighted document and a document that has been posted by an author for general
use; as a result, they simply automatically retrieve all papers via the Internet.
Some technical hurdles actually impede the advance of the Internet library,
especially in respect of the ability to automatically identify authorization scope: The
first one is: the real meaning of such information, especially in terms of the legal
meaning, is not easy to understand without human beings interferences. To speak
more explicitly, there are two kinds of difficulties involved: at first, the information,
especially expressed in natural language, could not be perfectly identified and
comprehended by software robots. Consequently, the misunderstandings by software
robots could inevitably lead a misjudgment of the copyright authorization scope.
Secondly, the vague expression could also result in some misunderstandings. For
8

example, a common jargon “Under Copyright Law Protection”, without specifically
indicating under which nation’s copyright laws, may mislead software robots and
result in ambiguities to some extents.
The second difficulty is that, even though the right meaning of authorization
information could be specifically understood by software robots, the exact location of

the authorization information of a particular work is not easy to be determined. For
example, in SourceForge, all programs are under the same GPL license, which is
expressing in the “Term of Use” section of the website, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: A snapshot of SourceForge’s “Terms and Conditions of Use”2
On the other hand, every document in Scribd is licensed under the same Creative
Common license, as shown in Figure 3. However, as illustrated in these two figures,
the locations of the authorization information are different: one is on another page and
one is in the same page.

2

http://alexandria.wiki.sourceforge.net/Terms+of+Use
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Figure 3: A snapshot of a document in Scribd3
In order to solve the two difficulties above, the first suggestions is offering a much
complex software robot: a robot with great artificial intelligence as well as high-level
information retrieval technology to find out which piece of information is the real one
and to comprehend the legal meaning of information in natural languages.
Nevertheless, technologies in these two areas--artificial intelligence and information
retrieval, are very complex and, in fact, a software robot with such ability has not
existed yet.
Therefore, the next suggestion is offering the authors of the works a mechanism
which could be easily understood by the robots, as well as could be used to properly
express the copyright authorization scope should be a more practice measure. To
speak more explicitly, a mechanism which fulfills two minimum requirements could
be used in such circumstances: the first requirement is that the mechanism should be
fully identified by software robots and, the second one is that this mechanism should

3
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have flexible ability to express the copyright authorization scope of works, no matters
what types of works.
Furthermore, we hope to construct a library not only acquiring collections by
software robots, but also focusing on free and open works. The reason is that a library
with free and open works can effectively encourage exchanges of all works on the
Internet and, as a result, stimulate more developments and reservations of cultures.
We hope the mechanisms proposed in this thesis can be useful to achieve this goal.
Based on the foregoing discussion, a fixed term expression, rather than natural
languages is a more ideal proposal. Moreover, the popularity of a fixed term
expression is very important, because search engines, the most common users of
robots, only support several popular fixed-term expressions and this fact will finally
decide the number of users of the proposed expressing methods. In other words, a
well designed but unpopular fixed-term expression is nothing but an unrealistic
imagination.
In the present Internet world, there are two popular fixed-term expressions: the
Creative Commons (CC license thereafter) and the Robots.txt and Meta tags. These
two mechanisms are dedicatedly designed for software robots, that is to say, any
further modification of these two could easily be understood by software robots. More
importantly, these two approaches are all supported by popular search engines’ robots,
such as Google (Google, 2008b), Yahoo (Yahoo, 2008b), and MSN (MSN, 2008a).
However, with regard to expressing the copyright authorization scope, some
drawbacks appear to these two schemes: even the CC license covers several common
copyright authorization choices, it still have some disadvantages and needs further
modifications, especially for works in some kinds of digital forms. On the other hand,
the Robots.txt and Meta tags are purposely designed for software robots and very easy
to use, but do not focus on expressing explicit copyright authorization. As a result, all
these two candidates need some modifications.

Furthermore, in respect of the

licensing on the Internet, there are two kinds of people in need of expressions of
copyright authorization scope. The first one, not surprisingly, is the author of a work.
In addition to differently licensing individual works, in the Internet world, the author
11

may be in need of licensing all works in one website or a Web page under the same
condition. For example, in Scribd, all works are licensed under the same CC license,
as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the second kind of people who need expressions of
copyright authorization is the webmasters who operate the websites or the Web page
owners who manage the Web page. In general, the site and all pages reside in this site
may be owned by the same person; therefore, we use the term, webmaster, to
represent the people who are in need of expressions for identically licensing all works.
This thesis is structured as follows: at the beginning of this thesis, we will review
some primary concepts, such as digital libraries, software robots, the Internet
copyright issues and related terminologies. In the next sections, concerning the
above-mentioned two kinds of persons, who are in need of authorization expressions,
we first try to pay our attention to the webmasters who authorize all works in the same
page. The Robot.txt and the CC license as well as the Robots Meta tags can both be
used to license works in the same Web page. Nevertheless, the Robot.txt and Robots
Meta tags need a minor amendment to fully express the copyright authorization scope,
whereas, the CC licensing scheme can be used to license works not only identically
but also individually. Nevertheless, a new revision of the original CC license is
proposed in the following section, which can reduce the disadvantages of the original
CC license in terms of licensing each particular work. Next, we compare the
foregoing revision and amendments before finally discussing some unsolved
problems while suggesting additional issues that invite future research.
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2. Literature Review and Terminologies Overview
2.1 Internet Library
The concept or definition of a digital library varies in respect of different
perspectives. In respect of technology adopted in a digital library, a digital library
may be defined as follows:
Digital Libraries basically store materials in electronic format and manipulate
large collections of those materials effectively. Research into digital libraries is
research into network information systems, concentrating on how to develop the
necessary infrastructure to effectively mass-manipulate the information on the
Net. (National Science Foundation, 1999)
This definition was crtisized for putting it weight on merely technical aspects.
(Seadle and etc., 2007). On the other hand, as regarding importance of the
orginazation underlying the collections and computer systems where collections
resided, a digital library could be:
Digital libraries are organizations that provide the resources, including the
specialized staff, to select, structure, offer intellectual access to, interpret,
distribute, preserve the integrity of, and ensure the persistence over time of
collections of digital works so that they are readily and economically available for
use by a defined community or set of communities. (Digital Library Federation,
1998)
Based on this definition, a digital library and a digital archive are two different in
terms of the nature of works collected and preservation functions. (Digital Library
Federation, 1998)
On the other hand, Internet Archive is created as a repository of websites. Several
aggregating projects, including Google, MSN, Yahoo, Internet Archive (Internet
Archive, 2009) and several foreign national libraries have regularly taken snapshots
subset of the Internet. In order to allow access when the original page temporarily
13

inaccessible, or allow viewers to compare changes made to pages during a specific
period, some commercial search engines, such as Google, MSN, and Yahoo, display
search results always includes a link to its own cached copy, which is a temporary
repository consisting all source codes of indexed websites (Field, 2006).
Although, from a librarian’s professional perspectives, the features of an Internet
library do not only embrace digital contents and access via the Internet; other facilities,
such as online assistances and comprehensive online references are essential as well
(Jones, 2001). On this ground, an Internet archive does not quailed as a digital library.
However, the introducing of new technologies, such as search engines and new search
algorithms blur the line between them in some degrees; that is why these two terms
may appears in an totally equivalent form in some cases, such as “The Internet
Archive was founded in 1996 to build an “Internet library” that will offer permanent
access for researchers and scholars to historical collections that exist in digital format
(Feldman, 2004).” In fact, in terms of the digitalized contents and easy accessibility
via the Internet, an Internet and an Internet library could be generally considered as a
same term. In addition, as shown in the following sections, both Internet libraries as
well as Internet archives face the same legal menace: copyright infringement and, the
resolution in terms of this threat are identical. Therefore, in this thesis, it is not
necessary to make difference between the ‘Internet library’ and the ‘Internet archive’
and we use ‘Internet library’ to commonly represent them both and a further
explanation will be render in some special circumstances.

2.2 Internet Copyright
2.2.1 The diversities and harmonization of international copyright
law
In order to design a comprehensive copyright authorization scheme in respect of
software robots, the most important and fundamental work is studying what are the
essential components of the copyright in the internet context, especially with regard to
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the software robots accessing. In the context of internet, the accesses of software
robots is boundless, that is to say, most of the accesses may cross the national
boarders. From this standpoint, the authorization of copyright inevitably involves
copyright legislations of more than one country. Therefore, the “copyright law” we
have to study here is not limited in national legislations of any specific country, rather,
is the international copyright laws.
The first critical fact that we have to notice is that copyright legislations in different
nations are different, as many other fields of laws. The basic ideas, philosophy and
principles of the same term “copyright” are quite different in different countries. In
terms of the basic ideas behind the copyright, the worldwide copyright legislations
can be generally classified into two separate systems: the author’s right and copyright
right systems. The civil law countries, such as France and Germen, consider the
author’s personality expressed in the work constitute the basic interest which should
be respect and protect. On the other side, the common law countries, such as the UK,
focus on the economic exploitation interest in the work, rather than the personality of
author. Based on these separate basic ideas of copyright, there are several diversities
between them which are important in the context of internet. For example, a work
must be “original” is the same basic requirement in these two systems, however, the
criteria of “original” is different, at least in theory. In author’s right countries, in
respect the personality, a copyrighted work should represent the creation or
intelligence of the author. In copyright countries, however, the traditional standard of
“originality” is only sufficient “investment of money, time, and labor”, regardless of
creation or intelligence (Sterling, J.A.L., 2003c).
With the increasing advert of interchange of the world, especially with the rapid
growth of internet, the diversity in international copyright legislation is gradually
deemed as some kinds of hurdles which may become an impede of the information
society. As a result, many international treaties, such as Berne Convention, WIPO
Copyright Treaty, WIPO Performance and Phonograms Treaty, appear to harmonize
and reduce the differences of copyright legislations between different countries. The
basic infrastructure constructed by those international treaties provides us a well basic
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scheme which we can use to analyze and discuss the substantial contents of copyright
in relation to the software robots’ access and authorization.

2.2.2 The rights within the term “copyrights”
As the “copyright” is not a single right; instead, it can be seen as a set of rights
which, according to author, can be generally classified under the headings of “moral
right” and “economic right” (Sterling, 2003d). In general, the moral rights are those
which relate to the protection for the personality of the author as expressed in their
creations (Cornish and etc., 2003b). Economic rights, on the other hand, are those
concerning control over the commercial or industrial exploitation of works, and other
means of use of the works which involve such acts as reproduction or representation,
but do not of themselves necessarily involve prejudice to the reputation of the author
or the integrity of the work (Sterling, 2003d). In the internet environment, the main
rights which may be infringed are: moral rights and related economic rights, including
rights concerned with reproduction and adaptation and rights concerned with
communication to the public (Sterling, 2003e).
We have to notice that not only the economic right taking an important part in the
copyright infringement on the internet, with the appearance of information
aggregation service, but the moral rights gradually play more significant roles. The
most recent noticeable-worthy case is a Belgium case: Copiepresse v Google
(Copispresse, 2007). In this case, the plaintiff Copiepresse is the representation of
some Belgium French newspapers, who assert that one of the services provide by
Google, the Google news, infringes the copyright of the Belgium newspapers. The
software robots of Google news, retrieved the titles of those papers and, revised the
titles and published them on the website of Google news, without the writers’
consents. Based on this fact, instead of alleging the infringement of economic rights,
the plaintiff claimed that the paternity right and integrity right are be infringed as well.
The court of the first instance agreed the allegation about moral rights and, however,
this case is still in appeal (Copiepresse, 2009).
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To sum up, while the copyright legislation in different countries quite diverse;
however, in light of the international or regional conventions and treaties, we still can
draw a basic scope of the economic and moral rights, which can be seen as the
essentials of the copyright. Firstly, in respect of the adaptation/modification right and
reproduction right arise little controversy, even in concern with the “transient
copying”. On the other hand, the legal meanings of distribution right are different in
the US and other countries. However, we can generally use the term
“distribution/communication right”, which combing the “communication rights”
defined in the WIPO treaties and the “distribution right” in the US, to represent the
right of authors to control the dissemination of the works on the internet. Secondly,
with regard to the moral rights, the paternity right and the integrity right are two
commonly recognized moral rights and the other three moral right, the divulgation,
the retraction right and the deconstruction right, are only partly recognized. However,
according to the inalienability of the moral rights, the authorization scheme is not
necessary to the moral rights.

2.3 The Software Robots
A software robot, also called a spider, crawler, Web robot, Web agent, Webbot,
wanderer, and worm, can be defined as a software program issued by its user that
traverses the Web to collect data in compliance with standard HTTP protocol (Cheong,
1996). In the beginning of the process, a software robot will follow the initial URLs
provided by user to retrieve the Websites. After parsing these collected pages, the
robot will obtain more URLs and it can access to more pages consequently. Repeating
this process over and over, a software robot will, theoretically, find most of the pages
on the Web. Software robots have been shown to be useful in various Web
applications. There are four main areas where robots have been widely used (Chau
and etc., 2003). The first is “Building collections”: software robots have been
extensively used to access and collect data of websites that are required to create an
index for application programs, such as search engines. The second use is
“Archiving”: a few projects, like Citeseer (Citeseer, 1997), have tried to archive
academic papers with regard to computer science from across the whole Web. The
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third is “Personal search”: a personal robot tries to search for websites of interest to a
particular user. The final use is for “Web statistics”: the large number of pages
collected by robots is often used to provide useful, interesting statistics about the Web,
including the total number of distinct websites on the Web (Netcraft, 2008), the
average size of a HTML document etc. The complete process of how a robot collects
data from the Internet is shown in the following diagram:

website

Robot User

Step2

Program

Software

Step1

Robots
Processing

Internet

Accessing
website
website

Step3

Distributing

Internet

Browser

Figure 4: The process of how a software robot works
In this diagram, the first step involved is “accessing”, where the robot users use
their robots to collect data. Step two is “processing”, where the robot offers the
collected data for further processing, such as indexing, analysis, etc. As well as these
two steps, some robot users, such as search engines or online archives, may provide
the processed data to other online viewers in a last “distributing” step, but the last step
is optional.
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2.4 The DRM and Other Related Measures to Control
Copyright
The digital right management (DRM hereafter) refers to technologies employed by
right owners and devices manufactures to control, to restrict or manage the use of the
works4. Although the right here does not limit to the copyright, the control and
management of the copyright are the main parts involving in DRM. Some opponents
allege that the use of the word "rights" is misleading and suggest that people should
use the term Digital Restrictions Management to show its essential features (Free
Software Foundation, 2006).
With regarding to the components of DRM, the authoring policy expression is one
of the key components and, in fact, is a main challenge to implement DRM
(LaMacchia, 2002). As a result, tools which can explicitly express the scope of rights
granted to the users are very essential to implementation of DRM. In respect of the set
of Rights Expression Language (REL), ODRL (Open Digital Rights Language) is an
XML-based standard REL and can be adopted to describe the rights granted to the
user (ODRL Initiative, 2009). However, although ODRL can used to express the CC
license as well (ODRL Initiative, 2005), is still belongs to DRM family; the “open”
here only refers to that it is an “open” standard or an “open source” project, not refers
to the works licensed by it are open.
In addition to ODRL, a similar tool available to authors or publishers to control and
manage the use of works is Digital Object Identifier (DOI hereafter). The
International DOI Foundation (IDF) defines DOI as "a digital identifier for any object
of intellectual property"; further, it explains that the DOI is used for "persistently
identifying a piece of intellectual property on a digital network and associating it with
related current data in a structured extensible way.” (International DOI Foundation,
2008) Though DOI can be used to assist authors or publishers to implement his
copyrights to their works as well (Rosenblatt, 1997), we have to notice that getting a
new DOI is not “free”; an administrative fee is paid for each allocation by the agency
to the IDF. As a result, it is not a proper tool for open works.
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_rights_management#.22DRM-Free.22
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2.5 Open Content and Free Culture
Rather than control and management, someone believes that free use and exchange
of works can actually stimulate and encourage more culture developments. People
believing in this idea are really opposed to DRM, because the control and
management led by DRM totally contradict the basic principle of “open content” and
“free culture”. However, the ideal of “open content” or “free culture” promoted by the
groups of those people is only a vague concept; there are several practical varieties
derived from this basic principle.
Free Software is one the earliest movement which not only influences the free
culture but also the development of the software industry. Basically, free software
shall grant users freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the
software (Free Software Foundation, 1999). To embody the concept of Free Software,
several licenses are introduced. The most widely spread one may be the GNU General
Public License (GPL hereafter), which allows users to run, copy and distribute the
software, but users shall license their modification subject to the same conditions
(Free Software Foundation, 2007). In addition to the GPL, the Berkeley Software
Distribution License, which grants users almost every right, is another popular free
software license (Open Source Initiative, 2006).
Even the free software movements evolves and grows rapidly, some difficulties still
impede the further developments of it. The most obvious one is that all licenses are
only fixed to the software; other kinds of works, such as images, audio works, are not
embraced in the realm of any free software license. Moreover, the diversities of
copyright laws lead the uncertainties of the real legal meaning of terms in copyright
laws. For example, the “freedom of distribution” in the GPL, mainly based on the US
copyright laws, needs some explanations when applying in other jurisdictions.
Furthermore, the free software licenses basically ask the authors left their copyrights
and such inflexibility actually affects its popularity to some extents. On these grounds,
Lawrence Lessig, a law professor in Stanford University, designed and promoted a
new licensing scheme, Creative Commons, which allows and encourages authors to
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grant their several baseline rights to others. The details of this license scheme will be
explicitly rendered in the next section.
With regarding to the scholar works, Open Access is another branch based on the
above “free and open” ideal. There are a variety of definitions of "open access;" in
fact, this concept is still evolving with the development of Internet and free culture.
However, the following definition, based on the "Budapest Open Access Initiative"
(BOAI), is the most influential one to this day (Budapest Open Access Initiative,
2002):
The literature that should be freely accessible online is that which scholars give
to the world without expectation of payment. Primarily, this category
encompasses their peer-reviewed journal articles, but it also includes any
unreviewed preprints that they might wish to put online for comment or to alert
colleagues to important research findings. There are many degrees and kinds of
wider and easier access to this literature. By "open access" to this literature, we
mean its free availability on the public internet, permitting any users to read,
download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles,
crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them for any
other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or technical barriers other than
those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself. The only constraint
on reproduction and distribution, and the only role for copyright in this domain,
should be to give authors control over the integrity of their work and the right to
be properly acknowledged and cited. . . .
Several key points of Open Access can be derived from this popular definition: the
first one is that the literatures should be freely available. The second one is that users
should access to the works via Internet; that is to say, all works should be digitalized.
The third essential element is all works should be only for academic uses. The last one
is about the copyright laws: works subjects to Open Access are still under copyright
law protections. Users are fully permitted to freely copy and distribute the works,
apart from the requirements of proper attribution of the author and the assurance of
the integrity of the work (Bailey, 2006). On the other hand, Open Content Alliance is
21

a consortium of nonprofit organizations focus on digitizing several works without
copyright protection and permitting users freely accessing to the digital contents via
Internet. (Open Content Alliance, 2009; O'Leary, 2009)
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3. Expressions for Licensing All Works in a Website
In this section, we will introduce two schemes, the CC license as well as the
Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags, which can be used by webmasters to indicate the
copyright authorization scope of the works in a website. Furthermore, some
amendments will also be introduced to reduce the disadvantages of the Robots.txt and
Robots Meta tags in terms of expressing copyright licensing.

3.1 Creative Commons License Framework
3.1.1 The basic of the CC license
The CC license is a license for the purpose of granting some or all of the authors’
rights to the public. The CC license is not limited to software or documents. This
license is designed for a broad range of contents, including but not limited to
documents, animation files, and other types of information objects. The CC license is
popular on the web now. The number of the documents licensed under the CC license
and known as the CC licensed documents has been increasing in recent years. One
significant boost to the CC licensing is Google’s and Yahoo’s inclusion of support to
allow users to search only CC licensed documents (Google, 2007c; Yahoo, 2007).
These two systems combined process nearly 80 percent of English language queries
worldwide, these companies’ support has been a positive step forward for the CC
license (ClikZ Network, 2007).
The Creative Commons (CC) is an organization which designed the CC license5. It
gives authors a way to grant some or all of their copyrights to the public. The first CC
licenses appeared in December 2002. The guiding principle of the CC license is to
complement copyright law rather than competing with it (Lessig, 2004).
The present CC license can be used in a wide variety of works, including audio,
video, images, and texts. There are three ways to express a CC license: the first way is
called the “Commons Deed” which is a set of basic, human-readable, plain-language
5

http://creativecommons.org/about/history (accessed July 3, 2007)
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icons that states what a user may do with the content. The second way is called the
“Legal Code”, which is an authentication document with formal and explicit legal
terms. The “Legal Code” always draws up the clear scope of licensing for the work.
The third option is the “Digital Code, which consisting of lines of machine-readable
metadata or a “digital signature” of the license. A software robot can process these
metadata and tags the document as governed by the CC license. The key point is that
an author may use one of these ways, or mix and match them to suit the author’s
needs. Table II shows an example of CC license of a document in all three ways.
Table II. An example of the three formats of CC license
Commons Deed6

Legal Code7

Digital Code8

In respect of the scope of copyright authorization, to simply speaking, the CC
license has four options: Attribution (by)9, No Derivative Works (nd)10, Share Alike
(sa)11 and No Commercial Use (nc)12. The characteristics and meanings of these four
options are shown in the following table:
Table III: Four options in CC license13
Options

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Abbreviation Icons

Characteristics and Meanings

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/us/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/us/legalcode
http://creativecommons.org/license/work-html-popup?license_code=by-nc
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0
http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses
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Attribution

By

The licensee must attribute the
work in the manner specified by the
author or licensor (but not in any
way that suggests that they endorse
you or your use of the work).
The

No Derivative Works Nd

licensee

may

not

alter,

transform, or build upon this work.
Share Alike

Sa

If the licensee alters, transforms, or
builds upon this work, he/she may
distribute the resulting work only
under the same, similar or a
compatible license.

No Commercial Use

Nc

The licensee may not use this work
for commercial purposes.

These four conditions can be combined to form six available different choices
shown in the following table14:
Table IV: Six different choices of the CC license15
CC licenses

Abbreviation Icons

Attribution

By

Attribution, No Derivative Works

by-nd

Attribution, No Commercial Use, No Derivative by-nc-nd
Works
Attribution, No Commercial Use

by-nc

Attribution, Share Alike

by-sa

Attribution, No Commercial Use, Share Alike

by-nc-sa

14
15

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses
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To explore the legal meanings of the four options, the first one, the Attribution (by)
just emphasizes the importance and the inalienable characteristic of author’s moral
rights again. The second and the third options, No Derivative Works (nd) and Share
Alike (sa) both connect to the modification right: the former barely prohibits any
modification and the later permits further modification under some certain conditions.
The last option, No Commercial Use (nc), only indicates one critical licensing
condition, with no relation to any specific copyright rights. In light of the legal
meanings of the four options, apart from the moral rights and the modification right, it
can be seen that activities involving in the other two major economic rights, the
reproduction and distribution/communication rights should be subject to the
conditions set by the four basic options. For example, under the “Attribution, No
Commercial Use” license, the licensee could not reproduce and disseminate the works
for commercial purposes16.
The CC license is considered much easier to use and understand than other licenses,
like GPL (Lin et al, 2006). In addition, the CC license’s official Web site provides an
online license software “wizard” to help authors to choose the most appropriate
license. The author answers three questions about the rights they want to grant17.

3.1.2 How to use the CC license in different countries
Based on the above discussions and analysis about the copyright legislations in
different countries, we may easily found out that the philosophies, structures and
scopes are quite diverse, even more, the same term in two different legislations, such
as “distribution right”, represents varied meanings. In the context of Internet, such
differences give arise difficulties with the exercise of copyrights, including both
economic rights and moral rights, especially when some rights are recognized in some
countries and not in others. The introduction of international conventions may lessen
such inconsistence; however, the guidelines proposed in the international conventions

16

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/uk/legalcode
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http://creativecommons.org/license/?lang=en
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are quite limited. From this perspective, the designer of a copyright authorization
schemes with regard to software robots may have two options:
In light of the previous section, in different countries, the copyrights with respect to
licensing, like modification, distribution and reproduction rights, almost have the
same legal meanings. On this ground, the first one option is only dealing with the
minimum copyright rights which provided in the international conventions. This
approach may meet the basic requirement of a copyright authorization scheme, but
cannot satisfy the needs in some complicated situations. Another main drawback of
this approach is that legal interpretation is still inevitable while cross board conflicts
appear.
Another approach, on the other hand, is giving up providing a solid tool, rather,
trying to provide a distinct license in respect of different jurisdictions. The CC license
adopts the second approach. In fact, it tries to use different licenses or legal terms in
different countries to port 6 basic licenses the various licenses to accommodate local
copyright and private law. For example, the legal codes of the same Attribution
license are quite different in Hong Kong and England, as shown in Table V. To sum
up, through different legal codes to substantially explain the real licensing scope, it
can generally be said that the CC license framework provide a set of relatively good
tools with regard to fully expressing diverse copyright authorization scopes.
Table V: Different legal code of the same Attribution license in two jurisdictions
Legal Code in Hong Kong18

18
19

Legal Code in England19

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/hk/legalcode
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/legalcode
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3.1.3 How to license and mark works with CC license
After choosing one of the six different CC licenses, the next, and most technical
step is adopting appropriate ways to mark the work to let others understand which
license has been chosen and, what the scope of authorization is. The methods of
makers are various in respects of the types of works.
The most common way is that a CC marker, a line or graphic stating CC license,
should be on the work or papering somewhere near the work, such as embedded in a
Website to indicate that all works in this website are under CC licensed20. An ideal
CC marker should contain the Commons Deed and a full URL21. A full URL is
necessary as the Deed can not show the specific jurisdiction of the license. This
general method are almost suitable for any type of works, including text, image, audio,
video files and, even physical medias22. An example of a CC maker is as shown in the
following figure:

20
21
22

http://creativecommons.org.tw/static/technology/webpage
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking#Crediting_in_Images
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking_Audio
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Figure 5: A sample image with the CC license marker23
On the other hand, there are several other various ways for different types of works.
For example, for audio works, a brief sound clip, or an “audio bumper”, at the
beginning or end of the work, consisting of the name of the license, the full URL link
to licesne and a copyright notice stating the author’s name, date and copyright
information is also an effective way24. A video bumper is a visual notice, which often
is embedded at the beginning or end of the video work which includes the similar
information of the audio bumper25. Moreover, as to longer plain text works, a full
segment of legal code embedded within the work can replace the combination of the
common deed and a full URL26.
But we have to keep in minds that there are three ways to state a same CC license:
the deed, the legal code and the digital-code. In general, the digital-code of the CC
license takes the form of HTML tags embedded in the body of a CC licensed

23
24
25
26

http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking_Image
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking_Audio
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking_Vedio
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking_Text
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document 27 . The following example shows a section of the digital-code for the
“Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike” CC license:
<a rel="license"
href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/">
<img alt="Creative Commons License" style="border-width:0"
src="http://i.creativecommons.org/l/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/88x31.png" />
</a>
<br />This work is licensed under a
<a rel="license"
href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/">Creative
Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States
License</a>.

In

the

upcoming

codes,

“by-nc-sa”

in

the

link

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/ expresses that this webpage is
authorized under the CC license “Attribution, No Commercial Use and Share Alike”
condition. A webmaster can directly embed this segment of HTML codes in his page
or website to illustrate the authorization scope of the works in this site.
The following figure demonstrates a part of a Web page where the segment of
above code is embedded:

Figure 6: A part of a Web page containing identical licensing information
Explicitly speaking, the above part of a page can be divided into two parts: the first
one is the deeds and the second one is an URL which links to the Web page
containing all essential information of the specific license, including the meanings of
the deeds and a link pointing to the legal code. For a robot, the second part is more
important, because it contains all necessary licensing information. We will explain
this point in the section 4.4.2.
27

http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions#What_is_the_Commons_Deed.3F_Wh
at_is_the_legal_code.3F_What_does_the_html.2Fmetadata_do.3F
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However, the syntax of digital-code in CC is too complex for people to write.
Based on the sample of digital-code above, non-programmers will be baffled by the
syntax in the code snippet. In fact, CC’s designers are aware of this issue. The CC
license’s Web site provides a user-friendly tool that can generate the needed
digital-code. Once the code has been produced, an author needs to cut and paste the
generated digital-code into their files. The syntax of the CC license code is meant for
an indexing subsystem, not a human. Some humans may be uncomfortable with the
extra step the CC license system requires to place the needed instructions in a
document file.
In order to overcome the difficulty above; in fact, the CC website offers users a
simple tool to generate the digital-code:
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Figure 7: A tool offered by the CC website to generate digital-code28
As shown in the above figure, a page owner has to answer three necessary
questions: the former two are about the authorization conditions and the third one is
about the jurisdiction. The following figure is the resulting page where the page
owner can find out the generated digital-code and further instructions which teach the
owner how to embed the code in his page. .

28

http://creativecommons.org/license/?lang=en_US
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Figure 8: The results of CC digital-code generator29

3.2 The Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags with regard to
Copyright Authorization Expression
The Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags were both proposed in 1990s. The Robots.txt
is also called the “Robots Exclusion Protocol” (Snyder and etc. 1998), “Robot
Exclusion Standard” (Koster, 1995) or “Standard for Robot Exclusion”(Koster, 1994),
though it is only a widely accepted convention consented by members of a robot
mailing list (Koster, 1994), rather than an official standard with necessary official
recognition (Feigin, 2004). Even so, most wide spread search engines, Google
(Google, 2008b), Yahoo (Yahoo, 2008b), and MSN (MSN, 2008a) all support the
Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags; moreover, both Yahoo (Yahoo, 2008c) and MSN
(MSN, 2008b) have tried to introduce some amendments to them. As far as websites’
are concerned, research indicates that, in 2001, around 40% of the websites owned by
the global high-rank companies adopted the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags (Drott,
2002).

3.2.1 Introduction of Robots.txt
The Robots.txt is a file which should reside in the root directory and must be named
"robots.txt". A robots.txt file located in a subdirectory or named as something else is
invalid, as software robots only check for this file in the root (Koster, 1994). The
following examples illustrate several common uses of the Robots.txt:

Table VI. Examples about Robots.txt

1

Examples

Meaning

User-agent: *

Allow all robots complete access

Disallow:

29

http://creativecommons.org/license/work-html-popup?license_code=by-nc
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2

3

User-agent: *

Exclude all robots from accessing the

Disallow:/

entire server

User-agent: lycra

Only exclude the access from the

Disallow:

robot called “lycra”

User-agent: *
Disallow:/
4

User-agent: *

Exclude all robots from the /tmp and

Disallow: /tmp

the /log folder.

Disallow:/log

3.2.2 The introduction of Robots Meta tags
Sometimes, the page creators do not administer their own websites. For example, a
staff member in a university creates his personal webpage on the website of his
department. In this circumstance, it is someone who works in the computer center of
the university that is the webmaster having the authority to access the root; the staff
member is neither able to access the root directory nor use the Robots.txt to exclude
software robots. This disadvantage has been improved by the use of Robots Meta tags:
the “[No]index” tag and “[No]follow” tag, which should be within the page codes
(Koster, 1997). Some examples are as follows:

Table VII. Examples about Robots Meta tags

1

2

3

4

Examples

Meaning

<Meta Name=”MY_ROBOTS”
content=”noindex”>

Restrict the software robot called
“MY_ROBOT” from indexing a page

< Meta Name=”ROBOTS”

Restrict the all robots from indexing a

content=”noindex”>

page

< Meta Name=”MY_ROBOTS”

Restrict MY_ROBOT following links

content=”nofollow”>

on a page

< Meta Name=”ROBOTS”

Block all robots from both indexing

content=”noindex,nofollow”>

and following links
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In case the page creator has the right of access to the root directory, he can adopt
the single “Disallow” directive to exclude robots, instead of exhaustively embedding
redundant “Noindex” tags in all pages hosted in the same server.

3.2.3 Two functions of Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags
3.2.3.1 The original function: voluntary advice
The original idea of the Robot.txt and Robots Meta tags is to offer a common
facility provided by the majority of robot authors to the Internet community to protect
websites against unwanted access from their robots (Koster, 1994). They are not
“enforced by anybody and no guarantee that all current and future robots will use
them” (Koster, 1994). In other words, in respect of this design concept, the Robot.txt
and Robots Meta tags are only a voluntary code; no one will be punished for
breaching the access policy.
3.2.3.2 The new function: expressing online copyright authorization
Apart from mere advice, based on a recent noticeable US federal case, Field v.
Google, Inc. (Field, 2006), the Robot.txt and Robots Meta tags have both found their
new roles. This case related to the “Cached link” of Google.

In order to allow

access when the original page is temporarily inaccessible, or allow viewers to
compare changes made to pages during a specific period, Google’s search results
always includes a link to its own cached copy, which is a temporary repository
consisting all source codes of indexed websites (Field, 2006). The plaintiff, Mr. Field,
who posted 51 copyright works on his website and “created a robots.txt file for his
site, and set the permissions ... to allow all robots to visit and index all of the pages on
the site” (Field, 2006) and, with the knowledge of using Robots Meta tags could
“instruct Google not to provide Cached link to a given Web page”, Mr. Field
consciously decided to use none of them (Field, 2006). As a predictable result, Google
routinely used its software robot, GoogleBot (Google, 2008a), to retrieve the
plaintiff’s website, indexed his works and provided the Cache link as well as the
search results. Based on these facts, Mr. Field “alleges that Google directly infringed
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his copyright when a Google user clicked on the Cached link to the Web pages
containing Field's copyrighted works and downloaded a copy of those pages from
Google's computers” (Field, 2006). After taking into account the fact that Mr. Field
did not take any measure, even though he had the opportunity and ability to employ
the “Robots.txt” and Robots Meta tags to exclude any possible software robots or to
instruct the search engine to not provide the “cached link”, the federal district court in
Nevada held, since Mr. Field “knows the use” and “encourage it”, that he has granted
an implied license to Google according to his conscious silence (Sieman, 2007). As a
result, Google did not infringe Mr. Field’s copyright at all (Field, 2006).
It is notice that the court in this case suggested that the license from absence of the
Robots Meta tags based on two facts: the first one is that, based on the fact that the
defendant actually set the Robots.txt, accordingly, Mr. Field, had fully ability and
opportunity to employ the tags to prevent Google and, a more important one, Google
will stop indexing the websites in terms of the tags employed by the webmasters
(Google, 2008a). That is to say, without the above two conditions, a mere absence of
the tags could not directly induce an implied license. On this ground, in a recent
Belgian case, Copiepresse v Google (Copispresse, 2007), the court found that the
newspaper publishers' failure to use standard technical exclusion methods such as the
“Robots.txt” and Robots Meta tags did not amount to an implied license (Smith,
2007).
No matter the absence of the tags can be seen as a implied license, according to the
forthcoming cases, we can make a conclusion that, although the original idea of
Robot.txt and Robots Meta tags was to set up a code of voluntary advice, based on
these verdicts, it is quite clear that the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags have been far
from the “voluntary recommendations without any enforcement”; and they have their
new roles in the context of law. A webmaster who adopts the Robot.txt or Robots
Meta tags to set permissions to allow robots to visit should absolutely be regarded as
granting a license to robots, on the other hand, a webmaster who adopts the
“Disallow” directive or the “Noindex” tag should be regarded as expressing his
explicit wish to exclude the robots; in addition, a webmaster who “consciously” does
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not use them may also be regarded as granting “a implied license” to such robots. As
a result, any software robot which follows the license to gain access to the website or
index the collected data does not infringe any webmaster’s copyright and, any robot
which disregards the “Disallow” directive or “Noindex” tag but still accesses the
website may breach the copyright law in terms of this new function. To sum up, the
appearance or absence of the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags represents the
webmasters’ wishes; any robots deliberately ignoring these wishes may be in breach
of the law. That is to say, the court in this case considered the Robots.txt and Robots
Meta tags as instruments which can be used by the webmasters to express their wish
about what kind of robots are allowed, what are excluded and what kind of links
should not be followed.
However, even though Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags are taking on more
significant roles today, they have not been fully investigated by researchers. Only a
few peer reviewed academic papers in relation to this topic have been released (Chau
and etc., 2003) and, as a result, sporadic amendment proposals are based on personal
experience rather than general principles (Conner, 1996; Koster, 1994).

3.3 Uniqueness of Robots.txt and Robots Meta Tags
The Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags are in connection to the Web pages, rather
than to a specific work; that is to say, the connection between the copyright
authorization information and the work is not “portable” and, as a result, the
authorization information may easily be lost during the course of dissemination and
transformation.
Nevertheless, on the other hand, based on the following two grounds, the use of the
Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags to express authorization scope should not be
overlooked: Firstly, the Robots and Robots Meta tags are much simpler than the CC
license, in terms of the fact that one line of the Robots and Robots Meta tags can be
used to express the authorization information of all works in one website. Secondly,
in light of the Field case above (Field, 2006) and the eBay, Inc. v. Bidder's Edge, Inc
case (eBay, 2000), under some specific circumstances, the absence of the Robots.txt
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and Robots Meta tags can also confer some kind of facts, for instance, allowing the
access from the software robots. That is to say, at least, the Robots.txt and Robots
Meta tags can be a supplementary tool to adopt by the webmasters or authors to
express their implicit will. Thirdly, based on the eBay, Inc. v. Bidder's Edge, Inc case
(eBay, 2000), the Robot.txt and Robot Meta tags are not only for expressing copyright
authorization scope, but can be used as a instrument by webmasters to avoid trespass
as well. For instance, Yahoo and MSN both support “crawler-delay” directive to delay
the robots (Yahoo, 2008d; MSN, 2008b).
Based on the above reasons, even the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags is somewhat
“weak” with regard to copyright authorization, it can still be seen that a more
comprehensive set of the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags can help webmasters to
manage the access from software robots and as a result, reduce the possible conflicts.
In the next sections, the disadvantages of the current Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags
are be discussed and a new amendment is proposed.

3.4 Few Deficiencies of Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags in
Respect of Copyright Authorization Expression
3.4.1 Some uncertainties with respect to new authorization function
This new function of the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags has transferred them
from ethnic advice to a set of powerful tools; the webmaster can rely on these tools to
obtain a more secure guarantee. On the other hand, even this new function conferred
by case law is so imprecise that there are a few uncertainties that need to be clarified.
3.4.1.1 About “[No]index” tag
The first point that should be noticed here is that the “[No]index” tag may give rise
to some misunderstanding: as we have seen in section 2. Software robots are used in
many different areas; some may only use robots to maintain links instead of making
the index of the collected data. Therefore, a “[No]index” tag may cause some doubts
as to what the webmaster’s real wish is. Does he want to exclude all robots or just
exclude the robots used by search engines? Since the tag may lead to legal
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consequences, we believe that it is safer to explicitly explain the wish expressed
within the “Noindex” is only for excluding search engines’ robots or, more broadly
speaking, excluding all robots with further indexing possibility. In other words, the
absence of a “Noindex” tag can not definitely result in a conclusion that the
webmaster grants a license to “all” robots because the “Noindex” tag does not
explicitly represent the copyright owner’s wish in this situation.
3.4.1.2 About “[No]follow” tag
When the page containing a “[No]follow” tag and the pages followed by links are
owned by the same person, any robot that disobeys this tag and copies the next page
may infringement the copyrights of the page owner. However, sometimes, these two
pages are not owned by the same person; on such an occasion, any robot that ignores
the “Nofollow” tag and follows the link to access to other pages may not violate the
copyright law, especially when the owner of next page dose not explicitly exclude
software robots by employing any tag: because tags employed by any other but the
copyright owner of the page are meaningless.

3.4.2 No appropriate tags to cover all copyright rights possibly
infringed by software robots
In the above section, we have demonstrated that the complete access process of a
robot can be divided into three steps: the accessing, the processing and the distributing
step. In each step, the robots or the robot users could infringe the webmaster’s
copyright without proper authorization. As we have seen above, the Robots.txt and
Robots Meta tags are the best potential tools to be used for such a purpose as they are
simple and widespread. In terms of the scope of authorization, it is the rights holders
who have the right to decide the scope. But as we have shown in section 4.3, in case
the page creators or the right holders do not have their own servers, the Robots.txt can
not represent the real wish of the rights holders since the right holders have no right of
access to the root directory. From this perspective, the Robots Meta tags, to speak
more specifically, the “[No]index” tag, is the only tag which can be adopted to
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represent the scope of the authorization, as another tag of the Robots Meta tags, the
“[No]follow” tag, is useless in terms of authorization as we mentioned in section
3.3.1.2.
Nevertheless, unfortunately, in terms of the original meaning of “[No]index” tag, it
can only be used to exclude software robots with further indexing possibility, rather
than excluding all types of robots (Koster, 1997) and, furthermore, it can not cover all
three steps the software robots involving and all copyright rights possibly infringed in
these three steps.
The rights referred in all three steps are different, as in the following table:

Table VIII. Possible Copyright Infringement caused by robots and the tags
Step

Possible Copyright Infringement

1

Accessing

None

2

Processing

Infringement of the reproduction right, since the crawler
user always need to store the data
Infringement of the adaptation right since the crawler user
may modify the work

3

Distributing

Infringement of the distribution right since the distribution
may be unauthorized

It should be noticed that, in respect of the “accessing” step, that reproduction of
software robots does not infringe the reproduction right of the right owners. The first
and most obvious reason of this conclusion is: the contents of the website, at least in
most circumstances, are authorized all viewers, including the software robots, on the
Internet to access; the accessing here inevitably reproducing the contents of the
website into the memory or the disk of the viewers’ computers and, as a result, the
reproduction is lawful. Even though in some limited circumstances, the right owners
try to exclude some viewers and software robots, the limitations and exceptions
appearing in copyright laws still form possible executions of viewers and software
robots (Sterling, 2003b). The last reason is that, even the software robots are excluded
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by the “[No]index” tag, a robot would have to access at least part of a page before
reading the instruction not to access it, and many robots probably download entire
pages before processing any instructions contained in them. Accordingly, it is
unreasonable to allege that the software robots infringe the owner’s copyright in this
step. To sum up, with regard to the copyright authorization of software robots, the
reproduction, adaptation rights in the “processing” step and the distribution rights in
the “distributing” step are the rights we should concern. ,
However, the “[No]index” tag, which is only mapped to the second “processing”
step, at most can be used to express the wish of the authors in respect of reproduction
and nothing of adaptation. In addition, as for distribution of the work in the third
“distributing” step, the wish expressed in this tag is ineffectual in resolving the
potential infringements resulted from ambiguous authorization scope.

3.5 Adding Tags to Fully Express Copyright Authorization
Scope and Dismiss Ambiguous Old Tags
In order to avoid unnecessary ambiguities about the scope of authorization, it
would be useful to have a set of tools which could be used to present the webmasters’
explicit wish about authorization. Based on the above discussion, it is quite clear that
the current Robot Meta tags are insufficient in terms of authorization. To improve all
the disadvantages, we recommend two new tags as follows. The tags mapping to the
“distributing” step is a totally new tag and, with regard to “processing” step, a more
general “[No]process” tag replaces the “[No]index” tag in the old version. The types
of copyright which are covered by these two tags, to speak more specifically, the
reproduction right, the adaptation right and the distribution rights, are all copyright
rights of authors which could be infringed in the context of Internet, especially in
respect of crawler access (Sterling, 2003a). The two new tags are shown as follows:

Table IX. Two suggested new tags
Steps

Tags

Meanings

1

Processing

[No]process

Allow or block any further processing

2

Distributing

[No]distribute

Allow or block any further redistributing
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The ways in which how these two new tags are used is similar to the [No]index and
[No]follow. Some examples are as follows:
Table X. Examples about three new Robots Met tags

1

Examples

Meaning

<Meta Name=”MY_ROBOTS”

Restrict the software robot called

content=”nodistribute”>

“MY_ROBOT” from distributing a
page

2

< Meta Name=”MY_ROBOTS”

Restrict the robot user who uses the

content=”noprocess”>

robot called “MY_ROBOT” from
processing data from this page

3

< Meta Name=”ROBOTS”

Block all robot users from both

content=”nodistribute,noprocess”> processing and redistributing this page
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4. Expressions for Licensing Individual Works
Other than identically licensing by the webmasters, all works resides in a page can
be separately authorized by its authors. In other words, under some circumstances,
authors may need to individually authorize their works subject to totally different
conditions and scopes, rather than authorizing under the same conditions. For
example, in Flickr (Flickr, 2004), every uploader or author has an opportunity to
license the works under one of the six CC license choices. We will introduce
expressions to license individual works in this section.

4.1 Introduction
In the foregoing sections, we have discussed the reasons why the CC licensing
scheme is a proper choice to demonstrate the copyright authorization scope of
identical work. In this section, we will explicitly examine three possible ways of
adopting CC license in terms of licensing a work: showing the part of licensing
information in the Web page, embedding the information in the body of the file and
the CCFE, a method of storing licensing information in the name of a file to reduce
the disadvantages of the former two.

4.2 Showing CC Licensing Information of Work in Part of
Website
In addition to expressing the identical CC licensing information of all works, the
CC license scheme can also be used to individually indicate the copyright
authorization scope of each work: the author embeds the digital-code into a host
HTML or XML file (Flickr, 2004). A software robot “reads” the host file as well as
accesses to the binary file pointed to in the HTML or XML “wrapper”. In fact, the CC
website offer authors a simple tool to generate the license codes. To specify the
licensing information to a specific work, other than the three questions mentioned in
section 3.1.1, the next important step is pointing out the name of the authorized work
and the website will automatically generate a segment of HTML code which can be
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embedded in the Web page. For example, the codes about a file, “LIAO.jpg”, licensed
subject to the CC ”by-sa” license is:
<a rel="license"
href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/us/">
<img alt="Creative Commons License" style="border-width:0"
src="http://i.creativecommons.org/l/by-sa/3.0/us/88x31.png" /></a>
<br /><span xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
property="dc:title">LIAO.jpg</span> is licensed under a <a rel="license"
href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/us/">Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 United States License</a>.

The page containing the above segment of HTML code is shown as follows:

Figure 9: A part of a Web page containing licensing information of “LIAO.jpg”
Any viewer as well as software robot can easily understand the “LIAO.jpg” is
licensed under the “by-sa” CC license. Even this licensing method is simple and direct,
however, we have to notice that the licensing information is separated from the file
itself; as a result, how to mapping the right licensing information to the specific work
is a real problem. Moreover, the licensing information any be lost during the course of
transformation and. anyone who downloads the “LIAO.jpg” can distribute the file
without any licensing information or, even worse, with faked licensing information.

4.3 Embedding CC Licensing Information in Body of a File
In order to avoid the unwelcome condition arose by the separate CC licensing
information; the next option is directly embedding the CC licensing information in the
body of the file. In fact, the CC license framework supports authors to embed license
information in digital files30 (Creative Commons, 2009p); nevertheless, as we have
seen, CC has not supported “any digital format”. Generally, anchored in hypertext
30

http://wiki.creativecommons.org/images/6/61/Creativecommons-licensing-and-marking-your-content

_eng.pdf
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markup language (HTML) and its variants, the digital-code of the CC license is text
and embedding text in a binary file is problematic. The file may be corrupted, or a
conversion process is needed which adds another manual step to the process (Creative
Commons, 2009p; Wikipedia, 2007a). Therefore, the CC license does not address the
issue of placing the instructions in an audio, video or Microsoft PowerPoint files. The
method to resolve this problem is an author may use a software program such as
CcPublisher or XMP, to embed license information within MP3, PDF or some binary
files are developed (CcPublisher, 2007; Creative Commons, 2009q) to embed CC
license declaration segment into the body of a binary file. The obvious problem with
this method is that the author must handle the additional processes manually.
Even as problematic as the hurdles put in the path of the author wanting to use the
CC license for binary files, accordingly, indexing robots launched by Google,
Microsoft, and Yahoo, among others, are not programmed to recognize the CC license
embed in a binary file. Today, these robots are “blind” to embedded CC license
information. Of course, it is possible to design a search engine which can process the
license description in the host HTML files. Commercial search engines have certain
priorities, and, at this time, adding support for embedded CC license data in binary
files is not an urgent matter.

4.4 Storing CC Licensing Information in Name of a File and
CC File Extension Protocol—CCFE
4.4.1 Which attached part to a file is proper to store CC licensing
information?
Due to the lack of a general method of embedding the CC licensing information in
the body of the file, some technical problems occur, especially in respect of indexing
and searching of CC licensed works. To solve this problem, finding out another part
of a file to store the licensing information is a reasonable approach. More importantly,
to keep the most obvious advantage of embedding the licensing information in the
body of the file, the information stored in this part should be “portable” as well.
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A reasonable starting point is examining general features of several popular file
systems (Wikipedia, 2007a) and trying to find out their common parts. After some
general overviews, we may easily make a conclusion that the file name and some
metadata, such as the file length, the last modified time and etc., are the most common
parts in the directories of common file systems. However, from the author’s points of
view, file name is only the part which a user full authority to modify. On the contrary,
in general, users have no rights to change the file length, the last modified date and
other similar metadata of a file. As a result, the file name is a reasonable suggestion to
store the CC licensing information of a file.
Considering whether the licensing information will be lost in the course of
distribution, in addition to the file system, the transportation protocol should be the
next concern. To simply verifying the above suggestion, we may examine Hypertext
Transformation Protocol (HTTP hereafter) (Fielding and etc., 1999), the most popular
transportation protocol on the Web. Generally speaking, a file name, as a part of the
requested URL, is an essential field in the typical GET commend. That is to say, the
requester must firstly access to the real name of the file which he wants to download.
In fact, in respect of downloading a file, getting the full name of the file is one of the
most necessary steps, since the file name indicates the final and specific position of
the downloading target. For example, a simple GET message requesting a “LIAO.jpg”
in the host “ccc.kmit.edu.tw” as shown as follows:
GET /LIAO.jpg HTTP/1.0
Accept: image/gif, image/jpeg, application/msword, */*
Accept-Language:zh-tw
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0
Content-Length:
Host: ccc.kmit.edu.tw
Cache-Control: max-age=259200
Connection: keep-alive

On the above simple verifications, storing the licensing information in the file name
is a proper suggestion, because the author has a general authorization to modify it and
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the information contained in it will not be lost in the course of distribution on the
Web.

4.4.2 The essential elements of CC licensing and how to express them
After deciding where to store the licensing information, the next things we have to
consider are what kinds of licensing information should be stored and how to express
them. In the subsection 4.2, we have seen that, in order to license a work under the
CC license, there are four queries to be answer. In respect of their goals, these four
queries can be categorized into three groups: the answers of the first two queries
determine which one of the six licensing options is chosen and the third query, about
the jurisdiction, determine the laws of which nation should be followed. The last one,
about the title of the work, indicates which specific work is licensed. A set of answers
of the four queries of these three groups decide the final copyright authorization scope
under the CC licensing. However, while examining the generated codes, as shown in
section 4.1, another element, the version of the license, which indicates the exact
version of the various licenses in the same name, is necessary as well as other
essential elements. In fact, the version number eliminates the possible confusion
involving in the CC licenses of the same license name. For example, the present US
“by-sa” CC license is version 2.5. The content of every version of the US “by-sa” is
slightly different, especially from the legal professions’ perspectives. As a result,
without the version number “2.5”, a licensee may make a mistake in deciding what
the permissible actions are as he may wrongfully believe that the work is licensed
under the version 1.0 of the US “by-sa” license.
To sum up, the licensing option, the jurisdiction, version of the license and the
name of the work consist of the four essential elements of expressing the specific CC
licensing authorization scope of a specific work. Therefore, in respect of storing the
CC licensing information in the file name, excepting the file name itself, the other
three elements, the licensing option, the jurisdiction, and the version should be
definitely contained in the file name in a suitable form.
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After deciding the essential elements of the licensing information, the next concern
is how to express them. Considering the simplicity and the limit of the length of the
file name in some file systems, a short but explicit expressing form is a reasonable
choice. On this ground, we adopt a kind of abbreviations to express each element. The
first element, the licensing option is much simpler to deal with than the others, since a
set of official abbreviations is available, as shown in Table III. With regard to the
jurisdiction, the same abbreviations as the name of the path in the full URL, For
example, in the ” http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/us/”, the path name
“us” represents the USA; “tw” represents Taiwan. The last element, the version is
much easier; we directly use the version number to indicate what the exact version is.

4.4.3 CC File Extension Protocol—CCFE
After figuring out what the essential elements are and how to express them in
respect of storing the CC licensing in the file name. We propose a new protocol, the
CC File Extension Protocol (CCFE hereafter) to express the copyright authorization
scope of the specific work. In the CCFE method, the CC license is embedded into the
file name, not the body of the file. The method applies to any file type, not just binary
files. Both people and programs can read the file extension and access the CC license
information. The CC license information is therefore preserved in the process of
duplication and transmission. The method addresses the problem of license
portability.
The CCFE extends each file name with a CC license part. The CC license part is a
file extension with the “.CC.<conditions_list>” syntax. The <condition list> of a
CCFE file contains all essential information a CC license needs: the version,
jurisdiction and one of the six possible licensing choices.
The <condition_list> part in CCFE is a list of conditions shown in Table VI. Each
condition

is

separated

with

an

underline

“_”.For

example,

the

string

ClintonDebate.cc.tw3.by_nc_sa.mpg makes explicit the author’s intentions regarding
“subject to the Taiwan CC licenses, version 3, the author allows altering, transforming,
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or building upon this work, only distributing the resulting work under the same or
similar license as well as attributing the work to the author; but commercial use is
disallowed”. Table IV shows additional examples of CCFE file names.

Table XI.
Original File Names

Examples of CCFE file names and their meanings
CC license

CCFE File Names

represented
Article1.htm

Attribution

Article1.cc.tw3.by.htm

Article2.pdf

Attribution

Article2.cc.tw3.by_sa.pdf

Share Alike
Article3.jpg

Attribution

Article3.cc.tw3.by_nc.jpg

No Commercial Use
Article4.mpg

Attribution

Article4.cc.tw3.by_nd.mpg

No Derivative Works
Article5.mp3

Attribution

Article5.cc.tw3.by_nc_sa.mp3

No Commercial
Use
Share Alike
Article6.ppt

Attribution

Article6.cc.tw3.by_nc_nd.ppt

No Commercial
Use
No Derivative Works
The only limitation of our method is that the CCFE only works on file systems
which support a long file name. Since there are only two special symbol used in
CCFE: the period symbol “.” and the underline symbol “_”, our method is compatible
with most widely spread operating systems, such as UNIX, Linux, Apple OS X, and
Microsoft Windows. Furthermore, CCFE may also be inserted into a URL without an
encoding step.
Table XII. The syntax of the popular file naming systems, URL and CCFE
Operating System File System Max Filename Allowable characters in file name
Length
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Linux

ext2,ext3,

255

Any byte except NUL

ext4
Windows 95b

FAT32

255

Any Unicode except NUL

Windows NT

NTFS

256

Any Unicode except NUL, " / \ * ?
<>|:

FreeBSD
Mac OS
URL

X

UFS1/UFS2 255

Any Unicode except NUL

HFS+

255

Any valid Unicode

URL

N/A

Any ASCII except <>#"{}|\^~[]`
and nonprintable character (0-1F
and 80-FF)

CCFE

CCFE

30

cc.{A-Za-z\._}[0-27]

Table VII provides several examples of the method in the syntax of popular file
systems. First, the maximum length of the CC condition element in CCFE is only 30
letters (27 for the combination of all conditions and three for the heading “cc.”). There
are some variations in the maximum length of file names in each operating system
(Wikipedia, 2007a). For most modern operating systems, the maximum file length is
longer than 255. We believe that the CCFE extensions require a modest part of the
filename of these operating systems. URLs have no file name length restriction in the
RFC1738 standard. Most browsers and web servers have some restrictions in practice,
but the maximum filename length is always longer than 255 (RFC1738, 1994). So the
CCFE filename length is not material in the Internet environment. Second, the last
column in table V shows the allowable characters in directory entries. Most modern
file systems allow dot and underline symbol and most operating system allow dot and
underline symbol in the interface of file system. There is no prohibited letter in CCFE.
CCFE is, therefore, compatible with Linux, Microsoft Windows, BSD, and Internet
file and path naming conventions.
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5 Conclusions
The main objective of this study is to investigate the expressions of copyright
authorization used for automatically acquiring free Internet materials. The two new
expressions, CCFE and amended Robot.txt and Robots Meta tags, may contribute to
this area. Based on these improvements and characteristics rendered by these two
schemes, some interesting comparisons and positions are exhibited as follows.

5.1 Comparisons
5.1.1 The comparison of Robot.txt and Robots Meta tags and CC
licensing scheme in respect of identically licensing all works
As we have shown in the above sections, the Robots.txt and Robot Meta tags as
well as the CC licensing scheme can both adopted by the webmasters to assign the
authorization scopes of all works in the Web page or website. In other words, through
these two methods, webmasters can easily use a short segment of code or a few tags
to license all works in the same site under the same condition, rather than awkwardly
repeating the licensing condition of each work. Nevertheless, these two schemes are
different in the following aspects:
At first, the CC licensing scheme can express more specific rights within one term
“copyright”: including the modification, distribution and reproduction rights. On the
other hand, the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags are restricted to each step in the
process of software robots, consequently, the expansion edition of the Robots.txt and
Robots Meta tags merely represent the copyright authorization related to each step of
software robots, rather than the specific rights embraced in copyrights. Secondly, the
users of the CC licensing scheme can choose the jurisdictions; on the contrary, the
users of the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags have no free to choose the laws they
want to follow. As a result, it can be said that the later one, the Robots.txt and Robots
Meta tags, is easier to use but may arise a few of uncertainties in some situations.
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In addition to the differences above, the other obvious difference between these two
licensing methods is that, based on their basic features, the Robots.txt and Robot Meta
tags is only visible to the software robots, but invisible to the viewers. On the other
hand, the CC licensing information in HTML form can be seen by viewers and, this
part of page illustrates all essential elements to specify the copyright authorization
scope, including the deeds and the necessary URLs. In fact, such invisibility of the
Robots.txt and Robot Meta tags actually offers the viewers who confront copyright
infringement allegations a reasonable defense as they can argue that they have not see
any copyright notice in the page under a general circumstance.
The following table summarizes the differences between the Robots.txt and Robot
Meta tags as well as the CC licensing scheme in terms of expressing authorization
scope of all works in one page or site.
Table XIII. The differences between the two approaches in respect of identically
licensing all works
Authorization Scope

Visible

The Robots.txt and Bound to robots’ accessing

Invisible to

Robot Meta tags

steps

human viewers

The CC licensing

Specific copyright

Visible to

Scheme

authorization scope

human viewers

Jurisdiction
Unspecific

Specific

5.1.2 The comparison of showing licensing information in page,
embedding information in body and storing information in
filename (CCFE)
As we mentioned above, the present CC licensing scheme offers users a method to
license their works host in a Web page. A software robot “reads” the host file and
then accesses to the binary file pointed to in the HTML or XML “wrapper”. This
method is quite easy and no further tool is needed. However, the method around
creates a problem with what we call “portability”. When a user copies the binary file,
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the wrapper or host file can be detached, thus the CC license is disconnected from the
binary component. In other words, the licensing information showing the page is apart
from the file itself; that is to say, the right licensing information is hard to locate and,
even worse, this information may be lost in the course of transformation.
To resolve the foregoing problem, two approaches can be adopted: the first idea is
embedding the CC licensing information in the body of the file itself. This method is
practical for text files; however, there are no general tools to embed the licensing
information into binary files. The authors must handle the additional processes
manually. The second one is trying to store the CC licensing information in other
attached parts of a file. After analyzing several common parts of a file in the existing
popular file systems, we finally propose CCFE, which suggests users to store the
information in the name of a file, because the file name is not only a part which
general users have authorities to modify, but a necessary part of the HTML messages
as well.
Even we propose the CCFE to store the CC licensing information in the name of a
binary file, we can not ignore that this innovative approach may still confront several
challenges, in respect of technology and legal aspects separately:
From the technology aspect, compared to the XMP and other similar tools, a CCFE
file exposure the authorization information to all users on the Internet. In other words,
any one who can access to this file has an opportunity to modify the authorization
information contained in the filename and, then distributes the file with faked
authorization information. On the contrary, the information embedded in the body of a
binary file has a chance to implement higher security.
From the legal aspect, the first challenge is that, comparing to the original
digital-code, the licensing information containing in the condition list of CCFE is
more unspecific. The most obvious point is that the condition list does not provide a
URL linking to the Web page containing the specific CC license. That is to say, a user
unfamiliar to the formats of CCFE may argue that he or she has no chance to access to
the specific legal contents of the CC license; as a result, the user may have a possible
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defense to against the copyright infringement allegations under this circumstance. The
easiest technical method to avoid this unwelcome scenario is offering a tool, such as a
browser, to help users to understand the authorization scope contained in the filename.
Moreover, the best and most useful way is improving the file system or the OS. When
a user opens or deals with a CCFE file, the OS can simultaneously alert the user and
provide a clear explanation of the licensing information to the user. Accordingly, a
user who uses an OS with this function has no chance to argue that he or she does not
comprehend the authorization information contained in the filename.

5.2 Implications of the two methods
5.2.1 The implication to Internet library creator
Through these two methods, a digital library creator can automate the acquisition
of licensed files, confident that no copyright violations will be inadvertently made.
Librarians can effectively and correctly categorize these collected documents by the
rights explicitly granted by the authors. Furthermore, CCFE as well as the amended
Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags allow online multimedia digital libraries to be
assembled with text, images, and other information objects, as these two approaches
can applied to all file regardless of the file types. .
Moreover, the methods proposed in this thesis can help people to easily construct a
personal Internet library, because through the proposed methods, users can use
general purpose search engines to search and collect works only fulfilled copyright
conditions. Actually, in the past, the designers of search engines pay most of their
attention on returning relevant results quickly (Brin et al, 1998; Yang et al 2007).
General purpose search engines have not been designed to meet the needs of
professional researchers. Sometimes specialists need to search for specific topics and
may have to locate documents suitable for inclusion in a digital archive, inclusion in a
collection, distribution to students, or modification. For example, architects working
for a construction company may need images of other structures to include in a
brochure about a new building. Ideally, an architect could use a search engine like
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Microsoft Live or Google to locate images. However, to locate a CC licensed pictures
which permit commercial use, Web search engines are almost useless. Nevertheless, if
CC license conditions are embedded in the CCFE file name as we propose, the
architect can use existing search engines’ advanced search functions to limit the query
to images and other binary files with a CC license. As a result, an Internet library
constructor who has no special knowledge with software robots can easily create an
Internet library.
To sum up, these two new mechanisms, the CCFE and the amendment of the
Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags, can be quite useful to the ones who want to build up
an Internet library, especially who has no great capital. Because these two tools can
help, with the spreading trends of open source and free culture (Lessig, 2004), library
constructors to collect plenty works on the Internet which fulfill the copyright
authorization conditions; otherwise expensive negations and agreements with authors
are the only effective ways toward huge amounts of collections.

5.2.2. The implication to copyright law—the scope of fair use
Like Professor Lessig points out, the CC will encourage further uses of the works
and effectively extend the scope of “fair use” in the Internet world (Lessig, 2005a).
On the same ground, the promotion of CCFE and the new Robots.txt and Robots Meta
tags will enlarge the realm of fair use as well, because these two approaches just
keeping all advantages of the original versions but clarifying them. Moreover, the
wide spreads of the CCFE and the Robot.txt and Robot Meta tags will reduce the
needs of DRM to some extents, since authors can adopt these two schemes to license
their works on the Internet rather than adopting rigid tools of DRM. Accordingly, less
need for harmful DRM will really increase the possibility of use of the “fair use”
defense.

5.2.3 The implication to free culture and open content movement
One of the goals of the methods proposed in this thesis is to encourage the open
movement. In fact, due to the clearer copyright authorization scope, the CCFE and the
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Robots.txt and Robot Meta tags can really help communications and distributions of
works on the Internet. Moreover, authors who have freely shared works from others
may tend to license his works under a kind of free licenses to contribute to the open
movement.

5.2.4 The implication to the computer and information science
researchers
As we mentioned earlier, code is one of factors which can affect the real world to
some extents. In other words, not only law itself, but also code can resolve a legal
problem. The two approaches, CCFE and the amended Robots.txt and Robots Meta
tags, are good examples, because although they are designed on the knowledge of
information science, both could be used to avoid possible copyright infringement
allegations. Furthermore, the evolvement of the Robot.txt and Robot Meta tags, from
pure advices to a legal mechanism to express the owner’s will, may demonstrate a
underlying fact that how courts’ decisions may actually affect the developments of the
IT technology. As a result, any IT researcher should pay more attention to the advents
of IT laws.

5.3 Future Works and Further Suggestions
With the rapid growth of the Internet, an Internet library consisting of works on the
Internet will play a more and more important role in knowledge dissemination and
culture exchange and, software robots will inevitably become one of the most
necessary and useful tools in organizing a successful Internet library. Consequently,
identifying copyright authorization scope is quite essential, because this factor will
actually decide the total amount of collections and, more importantly, the risk of
copyright infringement litigations. Accompanying this trend, a vital problem is how to
effectively and lawfully use the robots to complete their tasks. Compared to other
measures, the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags are the most commonly tools to help
robots and webmasters to cooperate with each other to achieve this goal. Furthermore,
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based on the cases, the Robots.txt and Robots Meta tags have been gradually evolving
from merely voluntary advice to a set of potentially enforceable instruments which
can be used to express a webmasters’ will and preference. In respect of this new
function and some necessarily clarified uncertainties, a new version of the Robots.txt
and Robots Meta tags proposed in this thesis will definitely play a more important
role in the future Internet world, since they can take more serious responsibilities in
the resolution of future disputes.
Also, a librarian experienced with acquiring online digital materials will understand
the scope and implications of our method of implementing a CC license. As we
mentioned above, the implementation method of the current CC licensing framework
is too complex to be widely used. CCFE attaches the license data via the file name
itself. Most search engines can allow users to limit their queries to CC license files
without any changes to their existing software or systems. Finally, CCFE works on
text and binary files, a feature simply not supported by the present CC license method.
However, as we have seen in the previous sections, one of the most obvious
features of the CC license scheme is that the user has a chance to choose the
jurisdiction. In fact, this feature of the CC license may give arise to some ambiguities
in the context of Internet as most of the distributions on the Internet is cross borders.
For example, one works licensed under the US “by“ CC license may arise some
doubts about further modifications in the civil law countries which do more respects
of the author’s personality. There are two possible approaches to resolve this problem.
The first one is organizing a group, like iCommons, an international voluntary
organization consisting of legal experts (Lessig, 2005b), to ensure each CC license in
various jurisdictions following the same basic rules. However, there is no systematic
study to examine the equivalence of the present licenses in different jurisdictions.
Another approach is to design a standard CC license, only including minimum rights
embraced in the WIPO Copyright Treaty and other related international copyright
conventions.
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Moreover, keeping all the advantages and features of the Robots.txt and Robots
Meta tags in mind, in the future, combining Robots.txt, Robots Meta tags and the CC
license and other online licenses altogether to form a more powerful tool of
implementation of online copyright which can not only used by webmasters, but can
also by each author of copyrighted works within a website, such as the authors of
video files on Youtube (Youtube, 2008) to express their complicated authorization
scopes may form a new research direction. Moreover, apart from the copyright related
subjects mentioned in this thesis, the great power of software robots now also arise
some concerns about revealing personal privacy and data protection on the Internet
(Thelwall and etc., 2006). Since the robots.txt and the Meta tags are only tools
specifically designed for software robots, this tool may, hopefully, constitute a new
regime in dealing with privacy and data protection issues.
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